PANDA CRANE FISHING

LIFE BAR

Story:
While returning from their swashbuckling adventure on the
high seas, Eddie and Tom-Tom stumble across an old magical
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sea. With their new crane, Eddie and Tom-Tom embark on
shrimp, walnuts, honey, and Pepsi. Collect power-ups to
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sharks, octopi, and other dangerous sea creatures will try to
destroy your crane and steal your Honey Walnut Shrimp.
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Game Objectives:
Clear the ocean of shrimp, honey, walnuts, and Pepsi while
avoiding sea creatures and other underwater obstacles
Collect all the ingredients to advance to the next level
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Controls:
Left and right arrows control Eddie and Tom-Tom’s ship
Up and down arrows control the crane
Space bar opens and closes the crane
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Gain points:
Collect shrimp, walnuts, honey and Pepsi
Collect bubbles with letters in them to spell out Panda
Express for bonus points
Come back within 8 hours for a returning bonus
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Lose points:
Get hit by sea creatures or underwater obstacles
Collect an evil shrimp, spooky walnut, or un-sweet honey
More sea creatures and obstacles to avoid
More items for you to collect
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Temporary Power-Ups:
Dual Cranes: Your crane sprouts a second grabber
Magnet: Shrimp and other items are pulled in to the crane
Lightning: Your crane moves twice as fast
Interactive/Check-in content:
Costumes for Eddie or Tom-Tom
Crane add-ons and power-ups
Exclusive ship for Eddie and Tom-Tom
Secret stages, enemies and power-ups
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HONEY
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PEPSI

Legend:
the arrow keys.

from the ground for a temporary power-up
darken a portion of the screen with their ink
10. Bottom Feeders. Cause damage to the crane and steal

damage to your crane)
Express for a bonus

11. Evil Shrimp. Looks like a shrimp but is pure evil (-500
points)
12. Environmental obstacles. Occasionally pop from the sides.
Causes damage to your crane

